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Abstract

We report a peak gain of 1.2dB/cmat 1535nmin an Erbium:Lutecium
codopedAl/P/Si fibre fabricatedusing a standardMCVD and solution
dopingtechnique.This is the highestgain per unit length yet reportedin
anErbiumdopedfiber amplifier. The incorporationof Lutetium into the
glassis shown to reducethe erbium ion clusteringwithin the fiber.

The highestgain per unit length yet reported from an erbium doped fibre amplifier is
ldB/cm, obtained in a silicate glass fiber fabricated using a cullet-in-tube
technique[l]. However, the background loss of this fiber was unacceptablyhigh,
primarily dueto the high level of Iron contaminationintroduced through the original
glass starting materials. This problem could be easily solved by using a standard
MCVD preform fabrication technique, allowing the full potential for theseheavily
dopedfibersto be explored. In this paperwe report the properties of heavily doped
P/Al/Si fibersfabricatedusingthe solutiondoping technique. This glasscomposition
is attractivedueto the high rareearth solubility, particularity compositionswith high
levels of aluminium. We present results on two fibers, one a standard P/Al&i
composition[2] similar to that used in Er:Yb (fiber l), the other has in addition a
quantity of Lutetium (Lu) as a co-dopant (fiber 2). The approximateEr:Lu ratio in
solution is - 1:10.

The peak absorptionsfor the two fibers (table 1) are 140dB/m for the Lu co-doped
fiber and95dBlm for other,both measuredat 1535nm. The background loss for the
two fibres is less that O.SdB/mat 1200nmand the cut-off wavelength is around
1500nm in both cases. The saturation characteristicsof the fibers have been
measuredusinga high power 1535nmfiber laserand are shown in figure 1. We note
that the unbleachablelossesare low in both caseswith the Lu co-doped fiber having
an unbleachableloss correspondingto around 4% of the small signal absorption
value, significantly lessthan the value obtainedfor fiber 1 (around 6%). The most
likely source of unbleachablelossesin these fibers is the presenceof erbium ion
clustersor ion pairs3.The fast energytransferprocessoccurring within theseclusters
leadsto a high saturationpower for somefraction of the erbium ions giving rise to

an “unbleachable” loss. It would thus appearthat fiber 2 has a lower fraction of
clustered erbium ions, perhaps surprising given that the erbium concentration is
substantially higher in this fiber. Normally the degree of erbium ion clustering
increases with an increasein the erbium ion concentration[3]. We explain the
reduction in the clustering and henceunbleachableloss in this fiber as due to the
presenceof the Lu co-dopant. Indeedwe haverecently seensimilar effectsin Yb:Er
co-doped fibers, where the presenceof Yb ions appearsto significantly reduce the
level of erbium ion clustering.

The smallsignalgain at 1535nm,as a function of 980nm pump power (Ti: sapphire
laser)is shown in figure 2 for the Lu co-dopedfiber. The fiber length is 12 cm and
we measurea maximum gain of 14dB for around 300mW pump, correspondingto
a smallsignalgain of l.l7dB/cm the highestfigure yet reported for an erbium doped
fiber amplifier. Using an absorptioncoefficient&=1.4dB/cm (figure 1) and a ratio for
the emission/absorption cross section of 0.95[43 we estimatethe gain coefficient
g=1.33dB/cm. The gainmaybe calculatedG=(N2*g - Nl*&)[S]. From figure 1 we
estimate the

maximum inversion, N2=0.96 (assuming 4% of the ions are

unbleachable)giving a maximum small signal gain G=l.22dB/cm. This value is in
reasonableagreementwith our measuredvalue in figure 2 at 270mW pump.

The measuredquantumconversionefficiency (QCE) for fiber 2 is shown in figure 3,
where we have obtained a maximum QCE of 8% in a 16cm length of fiber. A
relatively low QCE in such highly doped fibers is a sign of homogeneous
upconversion[6],confirmedby a shorteningof the metastablelifetime when the fiber
is pumpedat high powers. At high pump ratesthe fluorescencedecay curve may be

fitted to a double exponentialwith decayconstantsof 25Ousand 6ms, as compared
with the single exponential decay at low powers (9.5ms). Although the onset of
homogenous upconversion can be reduced by significantly changing the glass
composition,as achievedin planar waveguidedevices,this can be at the expenseof
the fluorescencebandwidth. Significantly, the incorporation of small amounts of
lutetium does not adverselyaffect the gain spectrumand may have applicationsin
reducing erbium ion clustering in Ge/Al/Si fibers which are more susceptibleto
clustering than P/Al/Si ones .

In conclusionwe havefabricatedheavilydopedEr-Lu/P/Al/Si fibers that indicate the
incorporation of lutetium significantly decreasesthe unbleachablelossesin these
fibers. In a fiber with 1.4dB/cmabsorptionwe havemeasuredalmost 1.2dB/cm gain
at 1535nm, the highest gain per unit length yet reported for an erbium doped fiber
amplifier. Homogeneousupconversionlimits the quantum conversionefficiency in
this fiber to around 8%.
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Table 1: Properties of erbium doped P/Al/Si tibers

Fiber

composition

PeakAbsorption

UnbleachableLoss

1

P/AllSi

95dB/m

6%

2

LulP/Al/Si

140dB/m

4%

Figure captions

Fig 1. Saturation characteristics for fiber l(0) and fiber 2(a) measured at 1535nm. The
fiber lengths are 17cm and 1 lcm respectively.

Fig. 2. Measured small signal gain for 12cm length of fiber 2 pumped at 980nm.

Fig. 3. Measured quantum conversion efficiency for 16cm length of fiber 2 measured with
270mw of 980nm pump.

